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About This Content

Enhance your Hearts of Iron III experience with the British Vehicle Pack. While playing as the British , 16 new vehicle models
will be used in battle. The famous Comet Tank, Hawker Typhoon Fighter and Battleship King George V are just a few of the

new vehicles available.
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you actually learn a few things with this visual novel. on top of that you have to make 3 (minor) choices AND at least for the
characters, there's some fx animation going on. nice.

. Bear with Me comes more into its own in episode 2 as the story develops. While it lacks a bit of polish in some spots, Bear
with Me continues to build an intriguing world.

Not as much to say this time around. Most of what can be said for episode 1 can be said for episode 2. There seems to be fewer
attempts at humor this time around, and the few times they do it shines brighter. The story continues to be cryptic, while hinting
at something deeper involving Amber. However, I\u2019m not building any particular hopes for a jaw dropping twist.

While the art is well done and animations are serviceable, the audio is lacking. Yes the voice acting is good, but that\u2019s all
there is. Most of episode 2 was played in either dead silence or the gentle sounds of rain fall. Put simply, it is too quiet. I
couldn\u2019t decide if I should play my own music and risk missing some dialog or continue being lulled by white noise.

Okay that aside, the gameplay continues to be alright. No mind breaking puzzles here. Largely the game play is a fetch quest.
The same get an item give an item from the previous episode. Very little of it requires any deep thinking. Really, I think Pajama
Sam had more devious puzzles.

With gameplay so simple you might question why not just make a visual novel, Bear with Me\u2019s story makes up for it.
It\u2019s just intriguing enough to make you want more.
. This program has so much potential. The downside, is the lack of friendly controls. There is a bit of a learning curve that will
require using this for an hour or so to get use to how things work. You can tell the devs created this as a tool for their own use
because of this...BUT once you figure it out this is really addictive. There are so many models to use and position that you can
create almost any scene. You have so much control right down to being able to bend and twist every joint, even each knuckle on
each finger. Super detailed. then you can zoom out to take it all in, or shrink down to the size of a character and walk around
your scene and see everything in your face, up close and personal!

If the devs just took some time to make this idiot proof with more easy to understand controls and on screen help boxes, etc I
think they could begin charging much more than the 1.99 they are currently asking for!

For this price you would be crazy not to try it.. This is a nice route. I recommend it for UP lovers. The ES44AC is very
improved. And the SD40-2 has a better horn. So does the ES44AC. It has realistic weather effects. It also has more than one
route for each train. I think its going to be in my Top 3 routes at #1. Its the best route ive ever had.. A fairly short platformer
with portal-esque controls, great artistic design, and a killer soundtrack. Given that it's developed in unity it does have some
glitches/problems but that is to be expected other than that it's great, so check this game out if you get the chance!. Alright so I
got this game because I was pretty sure it was safe to play infront of a little kid. I thought it was going to be droll and expected
the game to rely on it's "cuteness" instead of good gameplay. I WAS WRONG. Seriously, this game is much more fun than i
thought it would be. I'm loving it. It starts out being very easy and just keeps getting a little harder after each board. It definitely
feels a little like mario sometimes but the puzzles get much more intelligent than the simple ones I dealt with as a kid. I'm 35
years old and I enjoy this game. I would recommend it if you are looking for a no frills platformer. I give this a 7\/10.
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An overall very fun time killer! Brings some serious nostalgia from when I had (and beat) this on DS as a kid (6 or 7 years old).
Mechanics are simple and tight. The aesthetics are simplistic yet very pleasing. Within the first hour and a half of this game, I've
completed the first boss and there are five total. Not a bad amount of play time. $10 isn't too shabby a price either. If you have
spare money and want a game you can just enjoy I definitely recommend this.. For those who are facing problems with full
screen you can watch this video it helped me .

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GAojyBPCjs8

The game is nice , if you played Iron Triangle , the English version of this ,but with no Power Up kit you will be familiar with
this one ,and you will not face any problems at all , you will memorize everything in a short time .

This is my experience with the Power up kit so far .

The AI has been improved , I didn't see any attacking ports stupidly , but I think you can use cheap tactics , like letting one of
your castle empty ,so that the AI attack you and then come back with a massive army and destroy him .I really don't use like
these kind of cheap tactics .

Also the AI has been a tough challenge on hard difficulty , I restared the game twice until now .Although I am 100%
understanding the game and I have beat the English version more than 20 times on hard difficulty .

You can trade with western people in order to teach you some tech , also you can ally with bandits , ninja clan , merchants , and
pirates , each have a special usefull thing when allying with them .

Also you can change the amount of troops ,food ,money ,tech for you or the AI .

And 3 new scenarios including battle of Sekighara scenario .

I really like this game and I do recommend it of you are a fan of strategy games .. It's like a sequel to N.P.P.D. Rush, and a
sequel to that time you might have been sexually assaulted but aren't sure.. 7.5\/10

Fun, Frustrating and charming.

Almost everything there is to look for in a bullet hell game.

Needs more opportunities to be able to dodge bullets.

More would be excellent.

It is four quid, pick it up if you have spare cash.. Double A price for a barebones concept with no content. Which isn't even
executed properly to be remotely entertaining.
Skins are uninspired.
The game's already dead on arrival too.
Nice cashgrab BhVr, thnks for at least still supporting DbD.. What can I say. You can spread the socialist revolution as Russia.
10\/10.. Third-party Registration, I registered, but never received a confirmation email, without it, you can't play the game.

If I ever get it I'll update the review.. I absolutely LOVE this game and this author. I wholeheartedly recommend it to readers
and interactive story adventures alike, along side all of this man's excellent work. Praise be Mr. Kevin Gold, please for the sake
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of this avid reader's adventerous heart keep writing such wonderful works.. Been looking for this game for ages after I lost my
original installation cd several years ago. Finally here!

One of my absolute favorite strategy games. Still great fun to play! Recommend the campaign mode.
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